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ABSTRACT

The IAEA initiated a Coordinated
Research Program (CRP) in 1988 to obtain
reliable information for 16 long-lived
activation reactions of special impor-
tance to fusion reactor technology: 37A1
(n,2n)"Al, «3Cu(n,p)«3Ni,, "Mo(n,p)
9<Nb, i°»Ag(n,2n)i°8BiAg, i79Hf(n,2n)
782Hf i 8 2 v ( ' ) m 2 H f E )

i5»Tb(n,
i ( 2 )

(,7) ( ^ ) , (,7)
and i9iir(nj7)i92m2ir. This paper

documents progress achieved from the
start of the program through mid-1993.

I. INTRODUCTION

A list of 16 important activation
cross sections for fusion materials was
presented by E. Cheng at the 1986 Gaus-
sig Advisory leeting on Nuclear Data for
Fusion Reactor Technology. This list was
subsequently endorsed by Working Group I
at this meeting.1 The issue was also put
forth by Cheng at the 1987 INDC Meet-
ing.2 On the strength of this input, the
IAEA formed a Coordinated Research Pro-
gram (CRP) in 1988 entitled "Activation
Cross Sections for the Generation of
Long-lived Radionuclides of Importance
in Fusion Reactor Technology". There are
presently 10 research agreement holders
affiliated with this CRP, and 57 indivi-
duals have contributed directly to the
work of the program (see Table I). 5 Many

others have been involved in research
efforts indirectly related to this CRP.

The work of 'this CRP has been docu-
mented in the proceedings of three coor-
dination meetings3"5, and its status
through mid-1991 was reported at the
Juelich Conference.8 The investigations
fall into three categories: i) cross
section measurements (most are near 14
MeV but some results have been reported
at other energies, especially for neu-
tron capture), ii) evaluations (includ-
ing those based on systematics), and'
iii) nuclear model calculations intended
to define excitation functions for the
reactions considered. Results from this
program are summarized below.

Table 1: Contributors to the IAEA CRP
on activation cross sections for long-
lived radionuclides
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II. MEASUREMENTS AND EVALUATIONS

The original request from the fu-
sion community was for activation cross
section data in the vicinity of 14 MeV
for particle-emission reactions, and be-
low a few MeV for (n,7) reactions. Most
of the measurement effort has been car-
ried out near 14 MeV because intense
neutron sources were needed to produce
adequate yield of the long-lived activi-
ties of interest to the CRP. These could
be obtained from neutron generators at
several laboratories. However, some data
were also obtained for particle-emission
reactions at lower energies, including
integral data in the Be(d,n) neutron
field. It is recognized that such infor-
mation will be useful in testing the re-
sults from nuclear model calculations

that were also carried in the CRP.

For some cases where needed infor-
mation was very difficult to obtain di-
rectly from experiments, it has been
possible to estimate the cross sections
by subtracting experimental values for
short-lived components from total reac-
tion cross sections « 14 MeV that were
derived from systematic considerations.

The compiled 14-MeY data for 7
particle-emission reactions were eval-
uated in order to provide suggested
values to be used in applications by the
fusion energy community. They also
served to normalize the results of cer-
tain nuclear model calculations carried
out by the CRP.

III. NUCLEAR MODEL CALCULATIONS

A nuclear modeling effort for seve-
ral reactions has been carried out in
parallel with the experimental program.
For 8 of these, more than one investi-
gator calculated the cross sections from
threshold to 14 MeV. These results were
then normalized to evaluated 14-MeV,
cross sections, thus providing evaluated
excitation functions (see Figures 1-8).

IV. CONCLUSIONS

This CRP has produced extensive re-
sults relevant to the reactions on the
original list, thereby greatly improving
the nuclear data base for fusion energy
applications. The status is now reason-
ably acceptable for 12 of the reactions
considered. However, there are unaccep-
table uncertainties for the 6 remaining
reactions. Poor knowledge of the decay
half life remains a concern for several
of these reactions. The status of each
reaction is given in the Appendix. In
addition, this CRP has spawned studies
in related areas' not discussed in this
paper. These have also contributed sig-
nificantly to improving our general
knowledge of neutron-induced activation
processes. Consequently, this CRP has
clearly been one of the most successful
undertakings of its kind.
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FIGURES

Nuclear model results for 8 reac-
tions examined by the CRP are compared
after normalizing to a common value at
14.5 MeV. Evaluated excitation functions
are obtained by averaging on a common
energy grid and using spline fitting.
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APPENDIX: Status of CRP Reactions

Properties: lalf life = 7.2 x 10* years. Threshold = 13.55
HeY. Decay = e (1007.). Dominant T-ray = 1809 keV (99.87.).
Data ivailable frior to Clf: Soae cross section rallies for
both long-lived .ground state (g) and short-lived isoaer
(a).7 Can estiaate long-lived (g) component froa r.(n,2n) =
«-tot(o,2n) - tm(a,2n). Derive <rtQt(a,2n) froa systeaatics.
Large uncertainty due to neutron energy dependence and de-
teraination of <rtot(n,2n) froa systeaatics.
Sample Irradiations in Clf: lit (14.6 KeV).
Experimental Cross Sections fro* Clf: None.
Unclear lodcl Cross Sections from Clf: DE, IEP, IPPE.
Evaluations froa Clf: None.
Status: Several aodel calculations but no new data froa CIP.
Uncertainty remains significant.

Cufn.oTNi
Properties: Half life = 100.1 years. Threshold = None
(exoergic reaction). Decay = &• (1007.)- No 7-rays.
Data Ivailable frior to Clf: Soae cross section values
around 14 KeV.' Significant discrepancies observed.
Sample Irradiations in Clf: FZJ/IEP (5.4-12.3, 14.5 KeV),
ANL/JAEU/LANL (10.3, 14.7 KeY and continuua neutrons froa 7
leV deuterons on thick Be target), EL-EF1 (14.8 KeV).
experimental Cross Sections from Clf: None. Results pending
froa FZJ/IEP effort. Samples irradiated in ANL/JAE1I/LANI
effort not analyzed due to end of ANL prograa.
Nuclear Model Cross Sections from Clf: OINL, DE, H E , IEP.
Svaltations from Clf: None.
Status: Results of several aodel calculations froa CIP need
to be coapared with each other and vith existing data. Ex-
periaental results froa the FZ3/IEP effort (if successful)
will be useful in defining the excitation function since the
shapes obtained froa nuclear aodeling studies vary consi-
derably. Inowledge of the 14-KeY cross section alone is in-
adequate for such a low threshold reaction. Uncertainty
remains significant.

Sample Irradiations in Clf: IAE (14.2-14.8 KeV), IEP/FZ6
(U'5 KeV), H I (13.7-14.9 KeV), ANI/JAEII/LANL (10.3, 14.7
leY and continuua neutrons from 7 KeV deuterons on thick Be
target), M (13.6-14.8 KeV).
Ixperimental Cross Sections from Clf: IAE (14.2-14.8 KeV),
IEP/FZG (14.5 KeV), III (13.7-14.9 KeV), ASL/JAEU/lANl
(10.3, 14.7 KeV), M (13.6-14.8 KeV).
iTtdear Model Cross Sections from Ctr-. IAE, DE, IPPE, ANl,
IANL/UNI.
Evaltations from Ctf: Experimental data a 14 KeV evaluated
at III. Nuclear aodel results evaluated at UNL.
Statts: Experiaental results s 14 KeV have been evaluated at
III. Data are reasonably consistent, lesults froa nuclear
•odelir.g at several laboratories (noraalized at 14.5 KeV)
have been averaged to produce a recoaaended excitation func-
tion for ?tot(n,p). Differences in shapes froa individual
calculations are modest. Due to CIP efforts, cross section
probably is known adequately for fusion energy applications.

froperties: lalf life = 31 years. Threshold = 8.58 KeV.
Decay = IT (1007.). Dominant 7-ray = 426 keV (97.1!!).
Data ivailable frior to Clf: No data found for long-lived
isoaer (a2), soae data reported for short-lived iaoaer
(al).' There is -no way to estiaate <r.j(n,2n) froa syste-
matic! without knowing isoaer ratios.
Sample Irradiations in Clf: IL/EFA (14.8 KeV), IAE/LU
(14.2-14.8 KeY}, ANL/JAE1I/LANL (10.3, 14.7 XeV and conti-
nuum neutrons troa 7 KeY deuterons on thick Be target).
Experimental Cross Sections from Clf: HL/EFA (14.8 KeY),
IAE/LO (14.2-14.8 KeV), JAEU/ANL (14.7 KeV).
Unclear Model Cross Sections from Clf: LANL/LLNL, IPPE
Evaltations from Clf: Experiaental data a 14 KeV evaluated
at III. Nuclear aodel results evaluated at LLNL.
Statts: Experiaental results s 14 KeY have been evaluated at
III. Data are reasonably consistent, lesults froa nuclear
aodeling at two laboratories (noraalized at 14.5 KeV) have
been averaged to produce a recommended excitation function
for <r.3(n,2n). Differences in shapes froa individual calcu-
lations are modest. Due to CLP effort, cross section appears
to be known well enough for fusion energy applications.

o ( n . p ) b
froperties: lalf life = 2.03 x 10< years. Threshold = 1.28
leY. Decay = (t- (1007.). Doainant T-ray = 871 keV (99.97.).
Data ivailable frior to Clf: Soae cross section values for
both long-lived ground state (g) and short-lived isoaer
(a).7 Vhat counts for fusion applications is rtot(n,p) since
isoaeric level decays within a few seconds to ground state.
Can estiaate i?tot(n>P) froa systeaatics but this involves a
large uncertainty. CIP experiaental efforts directed toward
direct aeasureaent of this cross section.
Sample Irradiations in Clf: JAERI (14.1-14.8 KeV), IEP (14.6
KeY), III (a 14 KeV).
Experimental Cross Sections from Clf: J1EU (14.1-14.8 KeY).
XucUar Model Cross Sections from Clf: H E , LANL/UNL, IPPE,
DE, IEP.
Evaltations from Clf: Experiaental data a 14 KeV evalnated
at III. Nuclear aodel results evaluated at ILNL.
Status: Experiaental results a 14 XeV have been evaluated at
III. Data are reasonably consistent. Results froa nuclear
aodeling at several laboratories (noraalized at 14.5 KeV)
have been averaged to produce a recommended excitation func-
tion for fftot(n.p). Differences in shapes froa individual
calculations are aodest. Due to CEP efforts, cross section
probably is known adequately for fusion energy applications.

g ( g
froperties: Half life = 418 years. Threshold = 9.39 KeV.
Decay = c (91.37.), IT (8.7%). Doainant 7-ray = 723 keV
(90.87.).
Data lvailable frior to .Clf: Soae cross section values for
both long-lived isoaeric state (a) and short-lived ground
state (g).' Can estimate long-lived (a) component froa
o-«(n,2n) = ,r,ot(n,2n) - a.(n,2a). Derive <rtot(n,2n) froa
systeaatics. Large uncertainty due to neutron energy de-
pendence and derivation of <rt(>t(a,2n) froa systeaatics. Dis-
crepancy existing between experiaental values and result
froa systeaatics traced to a serious error in half life.

(
froperties: Half life = 31 years. Threshold = 8.58 KeV.
Decay = IT (lOOX). Doainant 7-ray = 426 keV (97.17.).
Data Available frior to Clf: None.7

Sample Irradiations in Clf: Hl/EFA (14.8 KeV), JAE1I (14.8
KeV), HL/EFA (14.8 KeV), UI(14.9 KeV), IAE/10 (14.2 KeV).
Experimental Cross Sections from Clf: JAEEI (14.8 KeV), III
(14.9 KeV), IAE/LH (14.2 KeV).
Htclear Model Cross Sections from Clf: None.
Svaliations from Clf: Experimental results = 14 KeV have
been evaluated at III.
Statts: The CIP effort provides a qualitative knowledge of
the cross section a 14 KeV. Uncertainty remains significant.

'"Eufn.2n)'»8Eu
Properties: Half life = 35.8 years. Threshold = 8.02 KeV.
Decay = c (1007.). Doainant 7-ray = 334 keV (94.07.). There
exists soae confusion as to whether the long-lived state is
the ground state (g) or the isomer («). Current best know-
ledge indicates that it is the ground state.
Data lvailable frior to Clf: Several cross section values
for both long-lived ground state and short-lived isoaer.'
Can estiaate long-lived (g) coaponent froa ir((n,2n) =
<rtot{n,2n) - ff«(n,2n). Derive fftOt(n,2n) froa systeaatics.
large uncertainty due to neutron energy dependence and
?tot(n,2n) determined from systeaatics.
Sample Irradiations in Clf: IAE/10 (14.2-14.8 KeV), FZJ/IEP
(8.7-10.7 »eV)», III (13.5-14.9 KeV), JAE1I (14.1-14.8 KeV),
ANL/JAEII/UNL (10.3, 14.7 KeV and continuum neutrons from 7
leV deuterons on thick Be target).
Ixperimtntal Cross Sections from Clf: IAE/10 f14.2-14.8
leV), H I (13.5-14.9 KeV), FZJ/IEP (8.7-10.7 K e v V JAE1I
(14.1-14.8 KeV), ANL/JAE1I/LANL (10.3, 14.7 KeV and conti-
nuua neutrons iroa 7 KeY deuterons on thick Be target).
Hvclcar Model Cross Sections from CtP: LASL/IUL, IPPE, AXL.
Evaluations from CIP: Experiaental data « 14 KeV evaluated
at I1K. Xuclear model results evaluated at LLNL.



Statas: Experimental results = 14 leV have been evaluated at
IU. Data are reasonably consistent. lesults froa nuclear
•odeling at two laboratories (normalized at 14.5 leV) have
been averaged to produce a recoaaended excitation function
for ir.(n,2n). Differences in shapes froa individual calcu-
lations are aodest. Due to CIP efforts and previously exist-
ing data, the cross section appears to be known adequately
for fusion energy applications i

Xuclear Model Croat Sections from Ctf: None.
Evaluations from Ctf: I U aade an estiaate of the cross
section a 14 leV froa systeaatics.
Status: Single experimental value froa CIP is very uncertain
because of possible Tb iapurity in Dy saaple, and cross sec-
tion obtained conflicts vith I U estiaate froa systematic*.
Also, knowledge of the 14-IeV cross section alone is inade-
quate for such a low threshold reaction. Uncertainty remains
very large in spite of CIP effort.

(V
froperties: lalf life = 13.54 years. Threshold = 8.61 IeY.
Decay = c (72.1%), 0- (27.97.)- Doainant 7-ray = 344 keY
(26.67.)- There are two shorter-lived isoaers (al and a2) as
veil as the long-lived ground state (g) of isafeu involved in
this reaction. Their relative contributions can be sorted
out only by performing activity aeasureaents at various
tiaes following irradiation. a2 decays only to g, and al de-
cays to neighboring eleaents. Activity aeasureaents Bade
long after the irradiation yield g+a2, and al is bypassed.
Data Available frior to Clf: Several cross section values
for both long-lived ground state and short-lived isoaers.7

froperties: lalf life = 241 years. Threshold = 7.96 KeY. De-
cay = 11 flOOX). Doainant 7-ray = 317 ke¥ ( a 83!!, froa de-
cay of '"sir). There is a short-lived isoaer (al) as veil
as a aediua-lived ground state (g) of '"Ir involved i> thil
reaction. The contribution of (al+g) can be obtained by per-
forming activity aeasureaents relatively soon after the ir-
radiation. Activity measurements aade long after the irradi-
ation yield only the a2 coaponent.
lata Available frior to Ctf: A few values of the coabined

for both long-lived ground state and short-lived isoaers.7 shorter-lived coaponents (g+al) exist.' Can estimate long-
Can estimate long-lived (g+a2) coaponent froa <r,..j(n,2n) = lived (a2) coaponent froa <rBl(n,2n) = rtot(n,2n) -
«iot(n,2n) - <rai(n,2n). Derive ttat(n,2n) froa systeaatics. *g..i(n,2n). Derive rtot(n,2n) froa systeaatics. Large
Large uncertainty due to neutron energy dependence and
<rtcit(n,2a) derived froa systeaatics.
Sample Irradiations in Ctf: IAE/LU (14.8 leV), III
(13.5-14.9 IeV), ANL/JAE1I/LANL (10.3, 14.7 KeY and
continuum neutrons from 7 KeY deuterons on thick Be target),
JAERI (14.1-14.8 KeV).
Experimental Cross Sections from Clf: IAE/LU (14.8 XeV), III
(13.5-14.9 «eV),. AKL/JAEII (14.7 KeV), JAEII (14.1-14.8

Illclear Model Cross Sections froa Ctf: LLNL, IPPE, IAE.
Evaluations from Clf: Experimental data = 14 KeY evaluated
at I U . Nuclear model results evaluated at LLNL.
States: Experimental results a 14 KeY have been evaluated at
I U . Data are reasonably consistent, lesults froa nuclear
aodeling at two laboratories (normalized at 14.5 KeV) have
been averaged to produce a recoaaended excitation function
for <r5..j(n,2n). Differences in shapes froa individual
calculations are aodest. Due to CIP efforts and previously
existing data, the cross section appears to be knovn
adequately for fusion energy applications.

froperties: Half life = 150 years. Threshold = 8.18 KeY.
Decay = « (827,), 0-(187.). Doainant 7- ray = 944 keV (43X).
Data Available frior to Clf: Several cross section values
for both long-lived ground state (g) and short-lived isoaer
(«).7 Only counts immediately after irradiation can separate
isoaeric coaponent. lost counts yield <rtat(n,2n) = rK(n,2n)
+ <r.(n,2n). Can also derive »tot(n,2n) froa systeaatics, but
vith substantial uncertainty.
Sample Irradiations in Ctf: PZJ/IEP (8.7-10.7 KeV) 1,
ANL/JAEII/LANL (10.3, 14.7 KeY and continuua neutrons froa 7
KeV deuterons on thick Be target), IAE/LD (14.2-14.8 KeY).
Experimental Cross Sections from Clf: IAE/LU (14.2-14.8
leV), PZJ/IEP (8.7-10.7 KeV)«, ANL/JAE1I/LANL (10.3, 14.7
leV and continuum neutrons froa 7 KeY deuterons on thick Be
target).
*»cleor Model Cross Sections from Clf: LANL/LLNL, IPPE, ANL,
IAE, DE.
Evaluations from Ctf: Experimental data » 14 leV evaluated
at IU. Nuclear model results evaluated at LLNl.
Status: Experimental results = 14 KeV have been evaluated at
IU. Data are reasonably consistent, lesults froa nuclear
modeling at several laboratories (normalized at 14.5 KeV)
have been averaged to produce a recommended excitation func-
tion for Jtot(n,2n) = 7g,.(n,2n). Differences in shapes from
individual calculations are modest. Due to CIP efforts and
previously existing data, the cross section appears to be
knovn adequately for fusion energy applications.

jj'uyfn.pV"Tb
froperties: Half life = 150 years. Threshold = None (exoer-
eic reaction). Decay = e (827.), #-(187,). Doainant 7-ray =
944 keY (437.).
Data Available frior to CtP: None.7

uncertainty due to neutron"energy dependence ~wd~rtot(a,2a)
derived from systeaatics.
Sample Irradiations in Clf: IAE/LD (14.2 KeY).
Experimental Cross Sections from Ctf: IAE/LU (l4.2 KeY).
Xtclear Model Cross Sections from Ctf: UNI/lull, IPPE.
Evaluations from Clf: I U aade an estimate of the croit
section 3 14 KeV froa systeaatics. Nuclear model result!
evaluated at LLNL.
Statts: The CtP effort generated a single experimental value
and an estimate based on systematic!, both a 14 KeY. They
are reasonably consistent. Coabined with evaluated results
froa nuclear model calculations (normalized at 14.5 leV),
this information may satisfy the needs for fusion energy
although the uncertainty remains significant.

froperties: Half life = 2 x 10' years. Threshold = 7.56 KeT.
Decay = IT (lOOX). Dominant 7- ray = 59 keY (20!!).
Data Available Prior to Ctf: Soae cross section values for
the shorter-lived ground state component (g).T Can estimate
long-lived (a) coaponent froa ir.(n,2n) = »tot(n,2n) -
rg(n,2n). Derive <rtot(n,2n)

 fr°» systematics. Large uncer-
tainty due to neutron energy dependence and <rtot(n,2n) deri-
ved from systematics.
Sample Irradiations in CtP: JAE1I (14.8 KeV), IAE (14.2 KeY)
III (13.5-14.9 KeV). >• \ 1
Experimental Cross Sections froa Clf: JAE1I (14.8 KeY), IAE

Hc'lear Model Cross Sections from Ctf: DE, LANL/LLNL, IPPE.
Evaluations from Clf: I U made an estiaate of the cross sec-
tion s 14 KeY from systematics. Nuclear model results evalu-
ated at LLNL.
Status: The cross sections derived from experiments appear
to be very scattered and uncertain. Perhaps the samples froa
irradiations at JiERI, IEI and IAE can be counted ifter a
longer cooling time (several years) to obtain consistent re-
sults. Until a reliable noraalization = 14 KcV becomes
available, the overall status will remain very uncertain.

"Nifn.7>"Ni
froperties: Half life = 100.1 years. Threshold = None (exo-
ergic reaction). Decay = 0- (1007,). No 7-rays.
Data Available frior to Clf: Some values at low energy,
aostly thermal.7 Evaluated for ENDF/B-VI.<
Sample Irradiations in Ctf: None.
Experimental Cross Sections from Ctf: None.
Xtclear Model Cross Sections from Clf: DE.
Evaluations from Ctf: None.
Status: No work done in CtP. It is necessary to rely mainly
on the ENDF/B-VI isotopic evaluation vhich is based entirely
on nuclear models. An assessment of the situation was made
by I U and it was concluded that the existing information is
probably sufficient to satisfy fusion energy needs.

Sample Irradiations in CtP: JiESI (14.8 KeV).
Szpcrincntal Cross Sections from CIP: J.IERI ((14.3 SeY). froperties: lalf life = 2.13 x 10s years. Threshold = None



(exoergic reaction). Oecijr = 0- (1OOX, both Jteps). "Mo de-
cays to both »»*Tc and "«Tc with known branching factors.
'•sTc is the long-lived species. No 7-rays are observed froa
«»«Tc decay, however «"Tc is relatively short-lived and
decays a 100Z of the tiae to "«Tc via IT (87.2X of these
produce a 7-ray).
Data ivailable frior to Clt: Soae cross sections < 4 feY.'
Sample Irradiations in Clt: SO (29-1100 keY), III (700-2000

gxpe'rimenial Cross Sections from Clt: SB (29-1100 keY), KIT
(700-2000 keY). •
XucUar Model Cross Sections from Clf: Kone.
Evaluations from Clt: None.
Statm: The available coarse-resolution neutron capture data
are in satisfactory agreement and they probably define the
cross section adequately for fusion energy applications.

Properties: lalf life = 1.2 x 10' years. Threshold = None
(exoergic reaction). Decay = 0- (1002). Doainant 7-ray = 810
keY (64/1).
Data ivailable frior to Clf: Considerable cross section data
for both total capture and capture to the shorter-lived
ground state (g).' Can estiaate long-lived (a) coaponent
froa ff.(n,2n) = »,ot(n,2n) - »g(n,2n).
Sample Irradiations in Clf: SD (674 keY).
Szperimental Cross Sections from Clt: SB (674 keV).
Unclear Model Cross Sections from Clt: L1NL/ILNL.
/valuations from Clt: None.
Status: Cross section, though rather uncertain, aay be known
veil enough for fusion energy applications froa the work of 1
the C&P'and existing results in the literature. '

g

(

(
troperties: Half life = 241 years. Threshold = None (exoer-
ic reaction). Decay = IT (100Z). Doainant 7-ray = 317 keV

U 837,, froa decay of '"sir). There is a short-lived isoaer '
(al) as well as a aediua-lived ground state (g) of ll]Ir in- ,
volved in this reaction. The contribution of (al+g) can be
obtained by performing activity aeasureaents relatively soon
after the irradiation. Activity aeasureaents aade long after
the irradiation yield only the a2 coaponent.
Data lvailable trior to Clf: Several data sets for both
total capture and for g+al. Could possibly estiaate
long-lived (a2) coaponent froa cm2(n,i) = 'tot(n,7) -
j-g,»i(n,7). Ho effort within the CIP prograa has been Bade
to explore this option.
Sample Irradiations in CIP: None.
txperimental Cross Sections from Clf: None.
Htclear Model Cross Sections from Clt: None.
Evaluations from Clt: None.
Status: In estiaate of the possible iapact of this reaction
on fusion energy applications has been aade by III.
Situation is unacceptable.
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employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsi-
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